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ABSTRACT
A survey and semi-structured interviews were conducted to collect information from
members of the Association of Nature Center Administrators on how their organizations
are using social media, and this information combined with the results of a literature
review was used to write a set of recommendations for social media use by Conserve
School and other environmental learning centers. Of survey respondents, 85% reported
that their organization has a profile on at least one social media site, with the most
popular being Facebook, but most reported that social media use is not specifically
mentioned in the job description of anyone at their organization. Specific data on how
their organizations use Facebook, Twitter, blogs, and video were also collected. Seven
primary themes emerged from the nine interviews conducted, including the type of
content posted to social media, influences on the decision to use social media (or not), the
types of audiences reached, strategies for social media success, the personnel in charge of
maintaining social media use, the benefits and barriers to social media use, and the debate
over whether social media is an appropriate tool to use for promoting environmental
education. Based on this information, recommendations for environmental learning
centers include carefully planning what social media sites they will use, how much time
this will take, and who will be in charge of it; mixing marketing content with fun content;
and being ready for the possibility of criticism. Conserve School specifically is
recommended to improve its use of Twitter, consider expanding into additional sites, and
continue seeking the most up-to-date information on social media best practices.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

I. RESEARCH QUESTION
How are environmental learning centers using social media, and how can they
better utilize it to promote themselves and the goals of environmental education?

II. OBJECTIVES
1. To describe environmental learning centers’ current use of social media.
2. To identify institutions that have been particularly successful at utilizing social
media and determine what factors contributed to that success.
3. To create a set of recommendations to aid these institutions (including Conserve
School) in using social media to better promote themselves and increase the
public’s level of environmental awareness, knowledge, and behavior.

III. BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE
Conserve School is a semester school for teenagers interested in environmental
stewardship, located on a 1200-acre wilderness campus outside Land O’ Lakes
Wisconsin. Originally opened as a four-year college preparatory boarding school in 2002,
it transitioned to the semester school model beginning in fall 2010 and now houses
approximately 60 students from around the country for two seventeen-week programs per
year. The school is the legacy of James R. Lowenstine, who was the Chairman of the
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Board and President of Central Steel & Wire Company until his death in 1996 and owned
the property, “Lowenwood,” that is now the school’s campus.
The school maintains an active social media presence through a Facebook page, a
Twitter feed, and a blog focusing on student activities. The Facebook page has been
particularly successful; as of October 2012, it had over 27,000 “likes,” and many students
report that it was through Facebook that they first learned of Conserve School’s program.
School administrators have expressed interest in further developing a model or set of best
practices for how environmental learning centers (including Conserve School) can use
social media to market themselves and generate support for and participation in the
programs they offer, including how to deal with the ever-changing social media
environment. This project was developed with these aims in mind.

IV. LIMITATIONS
The study focused on social media use by institutions that provide educational
programming directly to students and/or the public; that is, it did not include professional
organizations such as the Wisconsin Association for Environmental Education. Data on
how environmental learning centers are using social media was collected from the
members of the Association of Nature Center Administrators and was self-reported, in
the form of survey and interview responses. While the recommendations for social media
use generated by the project were supported by interview responses and a review of the
available literature, directly testing their efficacy was outside the project’s scope.
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V. DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS
1. Social media: “a group of Internet-based applications […] that allow the creation
and exchange of user generated content” (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010, p. 61). This
includes blogs as well as social networking sites such as Twitter, Facebook, and
Google+.
2. EE: environmental education, a discipline with the objectives of increasing
people’s level of environmental awareness, knowledge, attitudes, skills, and
participation (Intergovernmental Conference on Environmental Education, 1977).
3. Environmental learning center: an institution actively providing environmental
education programming to the public, as opposed to a professional organization,
funding organization, etc.
4. Conserve School: a residential semester program in northern Wisconsin for high
school students interested in environmental stewardship.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

I. INTRODUCTION
This chapter, which reviews literature written by professionals in fields including
EE, marketing, and higher education, will provide background and support for three
primary areas of this project: strategies for success in the use of social media for
marketing and education, strategies for influencing people’s environmental awareness,
knowledge, and behavior, and the specific application of social media to EE.

II. SOCIAL MEDIA FOR MARKETING AND EDUCATION
The first recognizable “social networking site,” on which a user could create a
profile and connect with other users, launched in 1997. Facebook and Twitter, arguably
the most influential today, launched in the mid-2000s (boyd and Ellison, 2007). Today,
social networking sites are part of the broader category of “social media” that also
includes platforms such as blogs, defined as “a group of Internet-based applications […]
that allow the creation and exchange of user generated content” (Kaplan and Haenlein,
2010, p. 61). Key motivations for participating in these sites have been identified as
community membership, access to information, and connecting with friends (Foster,
Francescucci, and West, 2010).
Despite the fact that this is a relatively new field, an abundance of literature exists
on how to use social media effectively. Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) provide a useful set
of basic guidelines for companies making their first forays into social media. Some of
their advice is common sense – be active; be interesting – and some is more
4

counterintuitive, such as their recommendation to be unprofessional. Their point is that
it’s not necessary to hire expensive consultants or professional content writers, because
often it’s more idiosyncratic, personal content that users find most appealing. They also
advise that rather than struggling to be active on too many social media networks, one
should carefully choose a few social media applications based on their community and
available features and ensure that the organization’s message is consistent across all
applications in use.
The unprofessional, personal nature of social media activity is actually a common
theme in the literature. Colliander and Dahlén (2011) found that blogs were more
effective than online magazines at promoting brands, and concluded it was because the
audience perceived bloggers as more genuine due to para-social interaction (the illusion
of face-to-face relationship with a media performer). Indeed, perceived authenticity
seems to be one of the keys to social media success; it was identified, along with
judicious self-censorship and a balance between the professional and the personal, as one
of the primary factors in Twitter users’ ability to navigate multiple audiences (Marwick
and boyd, 2010). Chu and Kim (2011) sum it up: “advertisers must take social
relationship factors into account and develop personalized marketing communications
strategies to fulfill [social networking sites] users’ needs (e.g. gain their trust)” (p. 68).
Social media has also been shown to have use as an educational tool. A 2011
study found that college students who used Twitter for class-related discussions, asking
the professor questions, organizing study groups, etc. were more engaged and had higher
grade point averages than those who did not (Junco, Heibergert, and Loken, 2011). Of
course, the impact of social media use on educational outcomes depends on how social
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media is used. According to a later study looking at Facebook instead of Twitter, using
Facebook to collect and share information had a positive effect on GPA, while using it
for socializing had a negative effect (Junco, 2012).

III. ATTITUDES TOWARD THE ENVIRONMENT
In 1977 an intergovernmental conference on environmental education, organized
by the United Nations and held in Tbilisi, Georgia, identified a set of objectives for
environmental education. These are to help groups and individuals in five ways: to help
them acquire awareness and knowledge of the environment and its problems; to help
them acquire a set of attitudes or values to motivate them to protect the environment; to
help them acquire the skills necessary to identify and solve environmental problems; and
to promote their participation in resolving those problems.
A number of strategies exist for engaging people’s interest in the environment and
influencing their awareness, attitudes, knowledge, and behavior. One is social marketing
(a term not to be confused with social media). Discussing the application of social
marketing to cultural and environmental interpretation, Atkinson and Mullins (1998) state
that “often product marketing is still equated with the hard sell; in reality social
marketing seeks to find a market niche based on need or want […] and providing for
(selling to) those wants or needs. Of course, advertising is intended to stimulate or
heighten that need/want. This orientation to marketing can be applied to social concerns,
that is, social marketing. Although the goal of social marketing is not exchange of a
product for cash, interpreters still exchange services for political support, tax/funding
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support, [etc.]” (p. 51). Social media is an important potential tool for this type of
marketing.
Easterling, Miller, and Weinberger (1995) focus on the role of socialization in the
development of children’s concern for the environment and, in turn, the influence of
children on their families, noting that peers and “media” are two important components
of this socialization (the paper was written before social media was relevant and is
referring to print media and TV; social media could be seen as the synthesis of these two
key factors). Children, in turn, affect their families’ consumer behavior. Because young
people (i.e., children) are particularly avid users of social media, it could be a powerful
tool for engaging families in more environmentally responsible behavior.

IV. APPLICATION OF SOCIAL MEDIA TO EE
Environmental education and interpretation, with their goal of connecting people
with the natural world, have had a complex relationship with technology. One of the
fifteen guiding principles laid out by Beck and Cable in Interpretation for the 21st
Century (1998) states that “high technology can reveal the world in exciting new ways.
However, incorporating this technology into the interpretive program must be done with
foresight and care.” Payne (2003) raised concerns about the effects of using computer
technology for environmental education, wondering whether we are devaluing “direct
individual and social experiences” of the environment in favor of “virtual, vicarious and
abstract form of experience” (p. 534). Richard Louv similarly bemoaned the shift from
experiential to technological education in his seminal book Last Child in the Woods
(2005).
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Despite this, environmental educators have clearly adopted the internet as a tool.
In 2003, Heimlich found that 82% of environmental educators were “users,” defined as
using the internet more than three times per month. They used the internet primarily for
email and professional activities, and identified “information overload” and
“trustworthiness of information” as greatest barriers to internet use. 78% reported that
their workplaces had webpages. However, this study is now nearly a decade out of date
and makes no mention specifically of social media. Because of the fast rate at which
internet technology and its use change, how environmental educators use the internet may
have changed dramatically since 2003.
In 2009, two publications appeared that indicated growing awareness of the
internet’s potential to promote environmentalism and sustainability. First, an editorial
appeared in the journal Environment introducing environmental professionals to the
potential of Twitter, summarizing how it can be used to collect and disseminate
information, connect with supporters, etc. (Clark, 2009). Second, the International
Institute for Sustainable Development published an in-depth report on social
networking’s potential for promoting sustainable development, highlighting the
possibility to create meaningful real-world connections and to improve democratic
decision-making and action (Willard, 2009).
A number of key studies have examined how social media could be applied
specifically to promote environmental education. Russo, Watkins, and GroundwaterSmith (2009) examined the potential application of social media to promote informal
learning in environments such as museums, and found that it could be used for “shifting
from knowledge transmission to audience engagement and participation” (p. 160).
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Another study involved a Facebook application designed to disseminate climate change
news to young adults and provide a forum to discuss environmentally responsible
behavior, which led to increases in both users’ knowledge of the issue and their
participation in the behaviors discussed. Users noted that reading and writing comments
(the “social” part of social media) made the articles more meaningful and that the sense
of community they gained from their participation was a major motivation to use the
application (Robelia, Greenhow, and Burton, 2011). The feeling of being part of a likeminded community can be a key factor in motivating people to take pro-environment
action (Coyle, 2005), and social media has the potential to contribute immensely to this.
In addition to increasing people’s involvement with abstract issues such as
climate change, social media has also been shown to heighten people’s sense of
connection to natural sites in the area where they live. Knackmuhs (2012) found that
people who used social media sites to interact with parks in the San Francisco Bay Area
and share the experiences they had at them felt greater intellectual and emotional
connections with the sites than those who did not.
The March/April 2012 issue of the National Association for Interpretation’s
magazine, Legacy, was devoted to the theme of “Interpreting through Social Media.” In
addition to providing tips on how interpreters can use Twitter and Facebook, the articles
in the issue acknowledge the skepticism that many in the fields of EE and interpretation
feel toward these new technologies while arguing persuasively that they cannot be
ignored. “We have entered the age of ‘universal interpretation’ and can start thinking
more about ways to engage visitors far and wide in interpretive experiences before,
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during, and after their park visit,” Eric Knackmuhs writes. “If interpretation is to thrive
into the future, we must embrace every available tool to remain relevant” (p. 10).

V. SUMMARY
Social media is a powerful tool that has a great deal of untapped potential in
promoting environmental education and other related concerns. It can be used to
disseminate information and provide users with an important sense of community. While
there is evidence that environmental educators are adopting the internet as a tool, little
research has been done on how EE can be promoted through social media. This study
aims to provide a useful first step by describing how social media is currently being used
by environmental learning centers and by identifying what works and what does not.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODS

I. RESEARCH APPROACH
This project will utilize both quantitative and qualitative methods, providing a
broad overview of how environmental learning centers are using social media as well as
interviews with EE professionals examining what has led to social media success for
individual institutions.

II. TREATMENT OF EACH OBJECTIVE
Objective 1: To describe environmental learning centers’ current use of and
attitudes toward social media. Quantitative data was gathered through a survey
distributed to 442 members of the Association of Nature Center Administrators. This
organization was selected because both the head of Conserve School and Corky
McReynolds, one of the committee members for this project, are involved with it, and it
is a national organization that represents a wide variety of environmental education
organizations. The survey included a section collecting demographic information about
each center (its location, setting, annual budget, number of staff, etc.) and a section
covering the center’s current use of social media, including what services are used, what
they are used for, and how often they are updated. The list of survey questions was
approved by the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point Institutional Review Board (see
Appendix A for IRB approval, Appendix B for survey questions). The survey was
distributed in late February and early March 2012 via emailed links to
SurveyMonkey.com, implemented using Dillman’s (2000) design principles for email
11

surveys: a pre-notice email, followed two to three days later by the link to the survey,
followed after a week by a thank you/reminder email repeating the link (pp. 367-369).
Survey results were used to generate descriptive statistics.
Objective 2: To identify institutions that have been particularly successful at
utilizing social media and determine what factors contributed to that success. In addition
to generating descriptive statistics, survey responses were used to identify potential
interviewees. From the list of respondents who indicated a possible willingness to be
interviewed, potential interviewees were selected based on the criteria that each reported
using at least two different social media sites and that together they represented a range
of types of organizations (they included an aquarium, a bird observatory, and a national
park friends group as well as traditional nature centers), sizes (the smallest had only one
full-time employee, the largest eighty-seven), and geographical locations. Nine
interviews were conducted between May and July 2012.
The informed consent release and set of interview questions were approved by the
University of Wisconsin IRB separately from the survey (Appendix A). The questions
were developed based on input from the head of Conserve School, informal feedback
from other environmental educators on their views on social media, and information from
the results of the survey. They covered interviewees’ individual backgrounds, how their
organizations use social media, their views on social media’s relationship to traditional
marketing and its appropriateness for EE, and what advice they would offer others on
using social media effectively. The full set of questions is included in Appendix C.
Interviews were recorded, transcribed, and coded to identify common themes among the
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interviewees’ responses, a standard method for analyzing qualitative data (O’Leary,
2010).
Objective 3: To create a set of recommendations for social media in
environmental education that these institutions in general and Conserve School in
particular can use to better promote themselves and increase the public’s level of
environmental awareness, knowledge, and behavior. Interview results, combined with a
literature review, were used to develop a set of written recommendations that can be put
to practical use by Conserve School as well as other environmental learning centers.
These recommendations will be addressed in chapter five.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS

I. OBJECTIVE 1
Objective 1: To describe environmental learning centers’ current use of and
attitudes toward social media. The survey to address this objective was distributed to 442
email addresses, and 175 responses were received within the two-week timeframe of the
survey, for a response rate of 40%. However, the response rate in terms of the number of
individual organizations reached is almost certainly higher, because the email list
included some retirees, multiple people from the same organizations, etc. Respondents
included naturalists and administrators providing information on behalf of their
organizations. For the full text of the survey questions, see Appendix B.
Demographics. The greatest number of respondents (42%) described their
location as rural, followed by suburban (40%) and urban (18%). Most (77%) said their
audience included both the public and school groups; 9% focused primarily on the public
and 9% primarily on school groups, while 5% of respondents selected “other.” Four of
these “other” respondents mentioned college programs in the blank space provided.
Almost all (99%) respondents reported that their organizations have a conventional
website. The average annual budget of respondents’ organizations was approximately
$1.2 million, ranging from $40,000 to $15 million. They averaged 12 full-time employees
(ranging from none to 110) and 12 part-time employees (ranging from none to 100).
General social media use. Most (85%) respondent organizations reported using
some form of social media. The most popular was Facebook, with 82% saying they use it.
This was followed by Twitter (43%), video sharing sites such as YouTube (35%), and
14

blogs (29%). Responses listed under “other,” which was checked by 15%, included Flickr
(4 responses), Pinterest (4), FourSquare (3), podcasts (2), and TripAdvisor (1). Some also
listed “email” or “our website” in the blank under “other,” but these do not fit the
definition of social media used for the survey (internet-based applications that allow the
creation and exchange of user-generated content). For 45% of organizations, the primary
purpose of their social media use is self-promotion. Only 1% focused primarily on
promoting EE in general, while 51% were interested in both and 3% selected “other.”
One interesting “other” response was “engaging the audience in a conversation about
nature and the environment.” Most (57%) organizations reported that social media is not
specifically mentioned in the job description of anyone at their organization, 40%
reported that social media is part of the job description of a paid staff member, and 3%
reported it as part of the job description of a volunteer.
Blogs. Of organizations with a blog, 46% reported updating them at least once a
week. This was the most common posting frequency, but 33% update them at least once a
month, 19% update them less than once a month, and only 2% typically update them
every day. Because blog posts are typically longer than posts on Facebook or Twitter, and
therefore are more-time consuming to create, it is not surprising that blogs are updated
less frequently. The average number of blog subscribers reported was 112.
Most (67%) respondents use their blog to post information about natural history
and sustainability, 58% use it to post information about the organization’s events and
programming, 27% post links to interesting content elsewhere, and 25% selected “Other.”
The responses for “other” were interesting and varied, including a blog focused on
showing appreciation to current volunteers, a blog focused on a staff member’s work in
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the aftermath of the Gulf oil spill, daily updates on bird counts and banding, land
management and stewardship updates, and giving readers the chance to “follow along”
with a specific program or a farmer’s work.
Facebook. 29% of organizations typically update their Facebook page on a daily
basis. 61% do so at least once a week, 7% at least once a month, and 3% less than once a
month. The average number of “likes” reported was 3,427. Almost all respondents (97%)
use Facebook to post information about organization’s events and programming, 61%
post information about natural history and sustainability, 51% post links to interesting
content elsewhere, and 10% checked “Other.” “Other” responses included phenology
updates, inspiring quotes, games and promotions, responses to visitor posts, and photos
and videos from events.
Twitter. 25% of organizations with a Twitter account reported that they tweet at
least once a day, 41% tweet at least once a week, 20% tweet at least once a month, and
14% tweet less than once a month. The average number of followers reported was 399.
93% tweet information about their organization’s events, programming, etc., 35% tweet
information about natural history, sustainability, etc., 33% tweet links to content
elsewhere, 5% selected “Other.” Two who selected “other” noted that their Twitter feed
is linked to their Facebook page, so that whatever they post on Facebook is automatically
copied to Twitter. According to these responses, Twitter is less likely than Facebook to
be used for information other than self-promotion and less likely to be updated regularly.
Video. Unsurprisingly, given the time involved in recording, editing, and
uploading a video, no one reported posting videos on a daily basis. 4% post videos at
least once a week, 22% post videos at least once a month, and 74% post videos less than
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once a month. The average number of video subscribers reported was 37; however,
unlike Facebook and Twitter, many people use YouTube to watch videos without
actually creating an account and subscribing.

II. OBJECTIVE 2
Objective 2: To identify institutions that have been particularly successful at
utilizing social media and determine what factors contributed to that success.
Interviewees were selected based on survey results, as described in chapter three. The
transcripts from the nine interviews were coded into 263 propositions in 72 categories.
These were then grouped into seven themes: content (what organizations post on social
media), influences (what influences if and how they use social media), audiences (who
they believe they are reaching), strategies (what strategies they use to guide their social
media use), personnel (who is actually responsible for social media use), benefits and
barriers (the perceived benefits of and barriers to social media use), and debate (the
debate of whether it’s appropriate to use social media to promote EE). The full text of the
interview questions can be found in Appendix C.
Content. Five interviewees specifically mentioned that environmental education,
with its emphasis on subjects such as wildlife, wilderness, and phenology, generates great
content.


“We’re a little spoiled here—we have [our beautiful site] to thank, both for our
followers and our content, that we can just walk out the door and snap a picture
and be able to share that.”
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“I tend to think that around here pretty much anything dealing with a live animal
gets a better response, like if there’s a program involving live animals.”



“We get a lot of […] naturalist questions about what kind of bird is this, what
kind of butterfly, what kind of whatever is this […] and our person that answers a
lot of those, he’ll post that on Facebook.”
The internet is a highly visual medium, and eight out of the nine total

interviewees mentioned images, videos, or both as generating a lot of response from their
followers on social media.


“It’s funny, because I post kind of marketing stuff about events and just sterile
information and it doesn’t get any love at all, but [people love] anything with
pictures.”



“From our followers, anything that has a picture [gets a strong response]. A lot of
what we post on our Facebook page would be some kind of little interpretive story
about what our guides saw out in the field, and I could have the most amazing
story about a wolf and a bear doing something, and it is not going to get as many
likes, as many people commenting, the reach won’t be as far if I don’t have a
photo, and I’ve found that even a crappy photo at least lets people see and share
the experience.”
Other types of content that were mentioned as generating a strong response

included giveaways (for example, asking followers to write and post a short poem about
something happening at the site, and giving a free guest pass to the writer of the best
one), posing questions (“What’s the coolest thing you saw on the trail today?”), and
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weekly nature quizzes. Two interviewees mentioned posting updates on summer camps
for parents of campers to see, and two mentioned providing information to help their
followers with planning travel to their area.
The double purpose of environmental learning centers’ social media use, using it
to market their programs versus using it for fun, informational content, was clear in the
responses. Two interviewees only talked about the marketing aspect, two only talked
about the fun/educational aspect, and three mentioned both. Three interviewees
specifically mentioned the importance of alternating between these modes, rather than
using social media exclusively for marketing, in order to build a relationship with their
online audience.


“I think of ping-pong. With ping-pong I mean going back and forth between
promoting things we have going on, and then content that our users would be
interested in.”



“You know George Takei? […] He’s like a social media genius. He’s got millions
of followers, and […] he just re-posts stuff every day, and it’s all just funny, like
funny content. He does have an agenda, he’s really big into gay rights stuff, but
[only] one percent of his posts are about the causes he cares about, and there’s a
lot of people following him who don’t support his cause, but they see his message
because it’s only one percent of what he posts. […] So don’t have your social
media feed be like, come to this program, come to this program, come to this
program! Because people will ignore it. You need to have lots of good, really
interesting content that people will always want to see, and then once in a while
they’re like, oh, and there’s a program coming up.”
19

Influences. Six interviewees mentioned that either their own personal interest in
and knowledge of social media, or that of someone on their staff, had influenced their
organization to begin using it.


“I love Twitter, personally. People either love it or just don’t get it, and I loved it
so I started talking to my boss, who’s our sales and marketing director, about
getting a Twitter account.”



“I personally love Pinterest and kept telling my boss that.”



“When I came here a year ago, they had nothing, and so that was one of the things
I just kind of hopped on. I created a Facebook page and a blog and a Twitter
account for them, and slowly just started rolling from there. It was something I
just thought was important enough that I decided to take on, and later they agreed
that it was important.”
Two mentioned the influence of discussions about social media that they had at

conferences, three mentioned finding out about new sites via word of mouth, and three
mentioned paying attention to what social media sites other, similar organizations are
using and how they use them.
Six also mentioned weighing the costs of social media use versus its potential
benefits when deciding to create an account for their organization on a new site or
discontinue one on a site they had been using.


“I think every time there’s another site or another new thing, you have to have
that same conversation, not so much about whether people should access it but
whether it’s going to be worth the amount of time you’re going to put in.”
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“I would say if it’s too time-intensive, if the cost-benefit analysis isn’t working
out, basically [then we would quit a site]. It really is just thinking about our time
and how much time it would take to really get the response that we want. If it
wasn’t working out then we’d quit doing it.”
Seven interviewees specifically cited low engagement from users as the primary

reason they would stop using a particular social media site.


“Well, we’re on Twitter, and I’m kind of thinking about stopping using it, because
I don’t feel like I’m getting a presence, where there’s a whole lot of people acting
on the information they see.”



“If it declines long enough, or if it’s no longer in fashion anymore, there’s enough
people abandoning it, switching to something else, then that’s worth paying
attention to. It’s keeping aware of the trends.”
Audiences. Five interviewees commented on the different but complementary

roles that social media and traditional marketing methods play in reaching their desired
audiences.


“I think that we see it as an important piece, but neither one [social media or
traditional marketing] replaces the other. Just an equally important piece.”



“We have such a broad audience—I mean, we’ve got a ninety-year-old guy who
comes out here to build bluebird nest boxes for monitoring for us—so you’ve got
him, who doesn’t even have an email address, to people who only communicate
through Facebook and don’t even check their email because that’s outdated. It’s a
challenge.”
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One interviewee, on the other hand, was vehement that traditional marketing
methods are “dead” and that social media is the only way forward.


“In my mind, the sort of traditional marketing, which had been putting some fliers
out there for people to pick up, and a lot of press releases to newspapers, […] just
doesn’t go over well [anymore]. We don’t get anybody coming to programs
anymore, because everyone’s like, the paper? I don’t even read the paper, and if I
do read the paper I’m not looking at the little “what’s going on at [the nature
center]” thing. So I think at this point we’re essentially getting no to very little
customer base through some of our traditional marketing methods.”
Seven described social media as a way of keeping in touch with their existing

base and maintaining existing relationships.


“[Social media] allows us to stay connected with people who have been here once
and may never get here again. It allows you to give them a daily reminder of
what’s here and why it’s important to protect it.”



“It’s also keeping us in people’s consciousness. They’re always thinking about the
nature center, and when it does come time to come to a program or something, it’s
like oh yeah, they always do such innovative, cool stuff, we gotta go there.”
Four described social media as a particularly good way of promoting their

programs to younger people.


“The more traditional marketing, to me, seems to not be reaching a younger
audience. And by younger, I’m not even talking about teenagers, I’m talking
twenty-year-olds. I don’t know that many twenty-year-olds are picking up the
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paper that we have here and reading it. They are going online. It seems as though
everybody’s a member of Facebook and they are getting their news that way.”
Four mentioned that they have a significant number of social media followers
outside their immediate geographic area.


“We get people posting from all over, and from other countries as well. Someone
from Japan just sent me a message with a photo, so it is neat.”



“They are all over. Most of them are from this area, but we have followers from
all over the country. I can look at that in Google Analytics and look at who’s
visiting the site, and we have—actually we’ve had a few international visitors, not
many, but we have people from all over the country who visit the site.”
The question of whether new audiences for EE are being reached through social

media is covered in the “debate” section.
Strategies. Interviewees shared a wide variety of advice for environmental
learning centers on using social media, covering both how to get started and how to
sustain your use once you’ve begun. Strategies when getting started included making a
plan (mentioned by two) and starting slow by building a presence on one or two primary
social media sites before branching out (mentioned by six).


“I think you have to be strategic about it. You have to think it through a little bit,
learn something about the theory so that you’re not hurting yourself by being out
there. Make sure you’ve got some goals set.”



“Start slow, build up on one site what works for you, then explore others as you
need to.”
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Once a center has gotten started, strategies for continuing included being active
(mentioned by six), spending time on it (two), and interacting with your audience (three);
having fun (two); and using links to drive traffic to your primary website (four).


“I think if you’re going to do this stuff, you’ve got to be constantly updating it. If
you’re just going to put something on Facebook once a month, don’t even do it.
You’ve got to be at least daily.”



“Realize that it’s going to take way more time than you think it is.”



“I think it’s important to be accessible on there if you’re going to try and do social
media, you need to respond, you need to be there and be active or there’s no
point.”



“I would say make it fun.”



“If we’re not getting a connection, we’re not directly connecting and engaging
with people and there’s also no way to convert people from that site to the
website, then it’s of little interest to us.”
One interviewee with a background in administration focused on the importance

of supporting your staff so that they will be comfortable and effective using social media.


“If your naturalist who’s leading all of your programs is your person that has to
do the social media because you don’t have a two-person marketing staff, make
sure it’s easy for them, that they have a phone that they can update it on and that
they can do it every day.”
Personnel. Five interviewees had a background in EE, while four came from other

fields such as marketing and journalism but were now working for an environmental
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learning center. Three of them described themselves as taking charge of social media by
“default.”


“I am in charge of [our social media] by default because I’m the only full-time
employee.”



“[I became the person in charge of social media] by default… that pretty much
summarizes it, just by default, nobody else wanted to do it or knew how to do it,
so it became my responsibility.”
Four described getting multiple staff members at their organizations involved in

social media.


“We overlap several different staff people, so there’s not just one person
responsible.”



“Get everybody involved. I think that’s good. The way we have it set up here is
that we have all of our program staff at least contributing a little bit each week, so
it gets a good feel all around of what we’re doing, because everybody has a
different feel for what the organization is doing and so they kind of bring that in.”
Two interviewees mentioned that social media was explicitly included in their or

someone else’s job description, and two emphasized that being in charge of social media
was only one of many job responsibilities for them, although these areas were not
specifically covered by the interview questions.


“We’re lucky enough here to have a position where there’s someone in charge of
stuff like that. I mean, I have a lot of different jobs and responsibilities, but that’s
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built into it, so it’s pretty nice for social media’s sake to have somebody
designated to do it.”


“So we actually built that into our critical achievements, that if you’re responsible
for posting on Facebook, then at minimum you need to post once a day.”



“Social media’s just one of the hats that I wear as the PR manager.”
Benefits and barriers. Answers regarding the “pros and cons” of social media use

varied widely. Aside from the opportunity to reach different audiences, which is covered
elsewhere, the benefits of social media use as perceived by the interviewees included that
it is easy (mentioned by one), immediate (three), inexpensive (two), and provides a way
to respond to feedback (two).


“It seems to be fairly easy to update and get information out there.”



“It’s instantaneous, rather than having to build a flier in Publisher and then review
it, edit it, print it, and then distribute it. The time involved with something like
Facebook is really quick.”



“You put something up there and within five minutes you can say that fifty people
have liked it and you get comments right away, so it’s nice to have that immediate
feedback from people.”



“We put stuff out on social media a lot because it’s free and our budget is really
low.”



“We find we get a lot of good feedback that way. We get a lot of user engagement
on Facebook and Twitter.”
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The barriers to social media use that interviewees described included lack of time
and staff (mentioned by four), the learning curve involved (one), the difficulty measuring
success (one), and technophobia on the part of those in the EE field (one).


“It’s something that we definitely need to invest more time in, and me being the
only person and having everything else that I have to do, I just don’t have the time
unless I specifically make the time, which is hard to find.”



“And then I have to learn a whole new thing. It’s that old dog, new tricks type of
thing.”



“It’s really hard to tell if that actually generates a sale of a program or a product.
We try to track that, but it’s hard to track conversions.”



“I think our field tends to be very technophobic. I wrote an article just last year
that was about not being too over-reliant on technology, because it can fail you at
the worst possible time, and I got all these emails from people around the country,
interpreters and stuff, who were saying I read the article, yeah, all this technology,
it’s just a crutch.”
Debate. So is it really appropriate to use social media, which requires spending

time in front of a computer screen, to promote environmental education, which is at least
partially about getting people outdoors? Four interviewees reported having been
personally involved in debates over social media use.


“I was not familiar with social media, I actually kind of scoffed it off as a fad, and
my wife glommed onto it and I’m kind of eating crow right now.”
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“So there was a lot of discussion […] about, what if someone puts something
negative up, what are we going to do, how are we going to monitor it, who’s
going to do it, those are all the issues that we had to deal with, but we knew we
had to do it.”
Notable remarks on the question of social media included the following.



“Technology is a tool. It’s a tool as surely as a pencil or a dry-erase board is a
tool. If you use it as a crutch and it fails on you and you can’t do the lesson
otherwise, then you’re not a good interpreter, but I’m not saying you shouldn’t
use the tool. And these social media type things are tools, and as far as technology
goes they’re a benign technology.”



“[Saying social media shouldn’t be used to promote EE because it encourages
computer use] is like saying you shouldn’t advertise in the newspaper because
that just encourages people to read the newspaper. […] No one would dream of
saying that, and everyone would recognize that that was a stupid statement.”
Six interviewees talked about the importance of reaching people where they are,

the idea that since most people are going to continue using social media regardless,
environmental education has nothing to lose by being part of the conversation taking
place there.


“I don’t think it’s something that we can say collectively that we’re not going to
participate in, in the hope that it’ll go away.”



“If we’re not putting good content online, then somebody else is. And if they’re
not reading about what they’re seeing at our sites and what they could be seeing at
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our sites or could be doing there, they’re going to be reading about LOL cats […],
which is fine, but that’s not going to encourage them to get outside. It’s going to
maybe encourage them to take funny pictures of their cat. But social media is
about social influence, too, and if you’re not part of the conversation influencing
people, then somebody else will, because that space will be taken up.”
Eight out of nine interviewees believed that social media content actually has the
potential to inspire internet users to get outside.


“If you’re putting good content on there, you’re getting people excited about
nature and they’re going, oh my God, I’ve never seen that, I want to see that. I
want to do what that person is doing. I want to get out to that location, and now I
know more about it.”



“It inspires you to get outside, it inspires you to go work on your front porch or to
see pictures from a sea turtle release and think, hey! you want to go to the next sea
turtle release next Saturday, or something like that. If you see a really beautiful
picture and it’s from a state park that happens to be an hour away, you’re going to
go ahead and make plans to go to that state park. At least I would! And I would
think that our followers would too, because they’re following us for a reason, you
know.”
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III. OBJECTIVE 3
Objective 3: To create a set of recommendations for social media in
environmental education that these institutions in general and Conserve School in
particular can use to better promote themselves and increase the public’s level of
environmental awareness, knowledge, and behavior. This objective is addressed in the
final chapter, “Conclusions and Recommendations.”
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS &
RECOMMENDATIONS

I. INTRODUCTION
This chapter consists of a set of basic guidelines synthesized from interview
responses and the literature for how environmental learning centers can make the best
possible use of social media, followed by more specific recommendations for Conserve
School, as described in Objective 3 of this project.

II. MAKE A PLAN
For any environmental learning center wishing to start using social media or
improve their effectiveness with it, starting with a plan is critical. Interviewees advised
making a plan and starting slow. However, only 57% of organizations responding to the
survey reported that social media is explicitly included in the job description of one of
their employees or volunteers (despite the fact that 85% reported using at least one social
media site). Before creating your first social media profile, consider the following
questions.
What site(s) will you use? The book Social Media for Social Good: A How-To
Guide for Nonprofits describes Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube as “the Big Three”
(Mansfield, 2012, p. 55). The most-used site by environmental learning centers,
according to the survey results, is Facebook, with 82% of organizations reporting they
have a Facebook page. This is unsurprising, as Facebook is the most popular social media
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site, with over one billion users worldwide (Facebook, 2013). Among the organizations
surveyed, Facebook was followed by Twitter (43%), YouTube and other video-sharing
sites (35%), and blogs (28%). A few also reported using photo-sharing sites such as
Pinterest and Flickr.
When choosing sites to use, it is helpful to keep in mind the unique characteristics
of each. Some interviewees mentioned that their Twitter account is set up so that
whatever they post to Facebook is automatically copied on Twitter, but Twitter requires a
different strategy from Facebook (see Appendix D). Posting videos to a YouTube
channel, of course, requires a camera that can shoot video and (ideally) video-editing
software. Mansfield suggests creating videos that summarize your organization’s work,
documenting special events, giving a tour of your facilities, or interviewing staff
members (pp. 119-120). Environmental education programs offer many such
possibilities. To start with, your organization should select one or two sites (a Facebook
page and, if desired, a Twitter account, YouTube channel, or blog) to focus on.
How much time will it take? The number one barrier to social media use
mentioned by interviewees was a lack of time, so plan how much time you will spend on
it before you start. The following estimates of how much time and effort must be invested
in each site to be effective once you’ve gotten started were suggested by Mansfield
(2012):


Facebook: three to five hours per week (p. 55), with one or two status updates per
day (p. 76)



Twitter: “the most time” of the “Big Three” (Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube)
(p. 55), with four to six tweets per day (p. 102)
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YouTube: five hours per week (p. 55), with at least three original videos posted
each year, ideally one per month (p. 117)



Blogging: ten hours per week (p. 56), with at least one or two new blog posts per
week (which can then be promoted through Facebook or Twitter) (p. 156)
Once you have selected one or two sites to work on, make sure that someone on

your staff has the time to spend using them effectively. Most environmental learning
centers surveyed failed to meet these benchmarks, with only 29% of Facebook users
updating it daily, only 25% of Twitter users updating it daily, and only 46% of bloggers
posting weekly.
Who will be in charge of maintaining it? The survey and interviews conducted for
this project suggest that few if any environmental learning centers have a full-time
position devoted to social media management. In many cases, social media use had been
championed by a particular staff member who was interested it, which suggests there may
not be a plan for continuing it if that particular staff member leaves. For this reason, it is
advisable to have written policies in place.
Sometimes social media may be included in the responsibilities of a staff member
in charge of marketing. However, more than one staff member may share social media
duties; perhaps different staff members may manage different sites, or a marketer may be
in charge of posting information on upcoming programs while a naturalist is in charge of
posting phenology and wildlife content. Decide who will have what social media
responsibilities and write specifics into their job descriptions (what site(s) they will use,
what they will post, how much time they will spend on it or how often they will post).
Additionally, as pointed out by one interviewee, make sure staff have the support they
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need to use social media effectively—provide training on how to use sites, if necessary,
and on how to produce videos if you will be using YouTube.

III. THE “GEORGE TAKEI METHOD”
Once you are set up, what are you actually posting to social media sites on a dayto-day basis? In the survey results, 45% of environmental learning centers said the
primary purpose of their social media use is self-promotion, while 51% were interested in
promoting both their own programs and advancing the goals of EE in general. (Only 1%
focused primarily on promoting EE in general, and 3% selected “other.”) When broken
down by the individual site, most organizations reported posting content other than
information about their own programs, such as links and natural history facts, on
Facebook and their blogs, though this was less common on Twitter.
While social media can be a great way to market programs, posting nothing but
advertisements is not the best use of social media. Remember what interviewees
described as “ping-pong” or the “George Takei” method: don’t focus exclusively on
promoting your events or programs, but alternate this with other types of content. In their
book The Dragonfly Effect, Jennifer Aaker and Andy Smith recommend several
techniques for grabbing social media users’ attention, such as a question, a striking fact,
or the careful use of humor (2010, p. 59). Images and videos can also be useful for this,
as suggested by many interviewees. Environmental education is a field which suggests
many possibilities for interesting facts, beautiful photographs, and thought-provoking
questions. Aaker and Smith also state that the characteristics of highly engaging social
media campaigns include interactivity and collaboration (p. 80). The person in charge of
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maintaining an organization’s social media sites should be in the habit of responding to
comments and questions from fans and followers. This can even be a platform where
members of the public can suggest the types of programs and content they would like to
see offered at the nature center. In this way, social media can help build a sense of
community around an environmental learning center.

IV. ANSWERING THE CRITICS
Staff at environmental learning centers who want to pursue social media need to
be prepared for pushback from others in the environmental education field; interviewees’
responses suggested that, because many see one of the goals of environmental education
as getting people outside and away from technology, anything that could encourage
computer use may be met with mistrust. However, the interview responses also suggested
several points to use in answering potential critics: 1) social media is only a tool like any
other form of technology, and whether it is beneficial or not depends on how it is used; 2)
the fact that millions of people use social media to find and share information is unlikely
to change, and environmental education will be the only loser if it is not part of the
conversations happening there; and 3) the information about the environment that people
find on social media may actually inspire them to spend more time outside.

V. WHAT NEXT?
Environmental learning centers that have used the techniques outlined above and
created a sustainable, engaging social media presence have several options for continuing
their growth. The most obvious is to expand to new sites. If you are comfortable with
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Facebook and have built a stable community there, consider starting a blog or
experimenting with Twitter or Pinterest. Another area to explore is how to quantify the
impact you are having online. In addition to the statistics built into Facebook and many
blogging platforms, online tools like Bit.ly (http://www.bitly.com) can provide more
data, such as how many clicks the links you post receive.
A variety of literature is also available for environmental learning centers wishing
to pursue social media strategies in more depth. Besides Social Media for Social Good
and The Dragonfly Effect, at least two other books have been published as guides for nonprofit organizations using social media: The Networked Nonprofit by Beth Kanter and
Allison Fine and 101 Social Media Tactics for Nonprofits by Melanie Mathos and Chad
Norman. Excellent online resource on the subject include the blogs Know Your Own
Bone (http://www.colleendilen.com/), Nonprofit Tech 2.0: A Social Media Guide for
Nonprofits (http://nonprofitorgs.wordpress.com/), and Media Platypus
(http://www.mediaplatypus.com/), the National Association for Interpretation’s blog on
new media.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONSERVE SCHOOL
Conserve School already has a very successful Facebook page (approximately
30,000 followers), a regularly-updated blog, and a YouTube channel, which puts them
ahead of many environmental learning centers in their social media use. Further
recommendations are as follows.


Ensure that everyone responsible for social media use has this formally included
in his or her job description. In the past year and a half, responsibilities for
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blogging have become much clearer, with the written descriptions for graduate
fellows assistantships specifying certain topics to blog about and frequencies with
which to post. Ensure that this is the case for permanent staff as well as graduate
fellows, and for Facebook and any other sites used as well as the school blog.


Improve Conserve School’s use of Twitter. While Conserve School has a Twitter
account, this is the one of Heather Mansfield’s “big three” in which they are most
lacking (the other two being Facebook and YouTube). As of January 2013,
Conserve School’s Twitter account has less than 200 followers and follows less
than 20 other accounts. The only content regularly posted to Twitter consists of
links to posts on the blog. Conserve School can make better use of Twitter by
posting more often (as stated above, Mansfield recommends four to six tweets per
day), posting a greater variety of content, and following and interacting with other
users. Used correctly, Twitter can be an excellent resource for professional
networking, connecting with other people and organizations in environmental
education and related fields. See Appendix D for more information on using
Twitter.



Consider expanding onto other sites. If time allows, Conserve School should
consider expanding into Tumblr and Pinterest. Tumblr, which is a blogging site
generally used for photos and short posts rather than the longer posts on
traditional blogs, is especially popular with Conserve School’s target audience of
teenagers (Siegler, 2011). Pinterest is a photo bookmarking site especially popular
with women and is now the third most popular social media site after Facebook
and Twitter (Pitts, 2012). Creating a Conserve School account on either of these
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sites, however, will need to be accompanied by an initial investment of time to
research strategies to use them effectively and a determination of who will be
responsible for maintaining them.


Regularly seek out new information on best practices in social media marketing.
There are many, many more resources available on social media than can be
encompassed in this report, and the social media landscape is constantly
changing. Conserve School staff who are involved in the organization’s social
media presence should do their best to remain current and well-informed. In
addition to the books and websites mentioned for further reading above, Conserve
School students themselves can be a valuable resource and staff should consider
asking them regularly about what sites they use and how. As suggested by
interviewees in this project, conferences can also be valuable sources of
information, as can observing how other organizations with similar missions are
using social media.
Conserve School has already experienced the benefits of connecting with

potential students and other stakeholders on Facebook. By considering these
recommendations, the school can continue to be a leader in how to promote
environmental education programs through social media.
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Appendix A
IRB Approval

Reproduced on the following pages are the forms submitted to the University of
Wisconsin-Stevens Point’s Internal Review Board for approval of the human subject
research for this project (the survey and interviews). Both were approved.
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_ _ Mentally Disabled
Incarcerated individuals
Pregnant women
Other
(specify)
(Faculty Member) I have completed the "Human Subjects Protection Training' (available at
h
·
· iaJ/irb/start.htm) and agree to accept responsibility for conducting or directing this
r
uidelines.

(Department Chair or equivalent) I have reviewed this research proposal and, to the best of my kno'Medge,
ieve that it meets the ethical standards of the discipline.

(Signature of Department Chair or equivalent)
.-......ua_................--.-•

Do not write below this line - for IRB use only ..................._ •..,................

IRB approval_ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

Date._ _ _ _ __ __

(Signature of IRB Chair)

Approval for this research expires one year from the above date.
If research is not completed by this date, a request for continuation must be filed and
Reviood fonn: September 2010
approved before continuing.
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University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point
Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subj ects

Protocol for Original Submissions
A complete protocol must be submitted to the IRB for approval prior to the initiation of any investigations
involving human subjects or human materials, including studies in the behavioral and social sciences.

For all research protocols, please submit the fo llowing:
1 printed copy with Faculty Mentor and Department Chair signatures of (1) the completed protocol;
(2) project abstract and (3) samples of informed consent forms. PROTOCOLS LACKING ANY ONE OF
THESE THREE ELEME NT S W ILL NOT BE APPROVED.
• A second copy of this page, with signatures.
Printed materials should be submitted to:
!RB/Grants Office, 204 Old Main.
• Electronic copies of all submission materials (multiple files are acceptable) emailed as
attachments to Jason R. Davis, IRB chair: jdavis@uwsp.edu AND Sharon Courtney, Grants Office:
scourtne@uwsp.edu

PLEASE TYPE
Project Title: Promoting Environmental Education Through Social Media
Principal Investigator: R
_e_bec
__
ca_D_e_a_ts_m_a_n_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Department: College of Natural Resources
Campus Mailing Address: none

off campus at 5400

Rank: Graduate student

N. Black Oak Lake Rd Land O' Lakes, WI 54540

E-mail address: rdeat711@uwsp.edu

Telephone: (937)751-671 9

Faculty Sponsor (if required): B
"''""'
rec,,n,.cd.cca,.cLccack-e"'y.,---,--....,.,,-,-. , - . , - - - - - - - - -- -(Faculty sponsor required if investigator is below ran k of instructor.)
Expected Starting Date: May 2012 (interviews) Expected Completion Date: October2012
Are you applying for funding of this research? Yes - - - -

No

If yes. what agency? _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Please indicate the categories of subjects to be in~iuded in this project Please check all that apply.
- - Minors (under 18 years of age)
_ _ Mentally Disabled
Incarcerated individuals
Pregnant women
Other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(specify)

___,x._ Normal adult volunteers

(Faculty Member) I have completed th e · Human Subjects Protection Training" (available at
·
·ial/i rb/ start.htm) and agree to accept responsibility for conducting or d irecting this
guidelines.

esponslble for research)
(Department Chair or equivalent) I have reviewed this research proposal and, to the best of my knowledge,
believe that it meets the ethical standards of the discipline.
-

,··

···---,-

- .

{, ~

(._ .... -1:=md ◄ · :€_ ,

~/
"' -- '>-.

(Signature of e,artmntChaii'i:ir equivalent)
_.__,_.... . . . .. . . .u . ._ _. . ___

Do not write below this line - for IRS use only _.._.,_.,.._._.,......."----••

IRB approval._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date._ _ _ _ _ __ _

(Signature of IRB Chair)
Approval for this research expires one year from the above date.
If research Is not completed by this date, a request for continuation must be flied and
approved before continuing.
Revised form: Sopwmbor 2010
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Appendix B
Survey

INTRODUCTION
This survey is part of the master's degree project of Rebecca Deatsman, a graduate
student in natural resources (environmental education emphasis) at the University of
Wisconsin-Stevens Point. The focus of the project is the use of social media for
environmental education. For the purpose of this project, social media is defined as a
group of Internet-based applications that allow the creation and exchange of usergenerated content (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010, p. 61). This includes blogs as well as
social networking sites such as Twitter, Facebook, and Google+ and video-posting sites
such as YouTube.
You are being asked to complete an anonymous survey that should take up no
more than 20 minutes of your time. While this information could be obtained by
interviewing you, we feel that the survey is the quickest and easiest method for obtaining
this information. We anticipate no risk to you as a result of your participation in this study
other than the inconvenience of the time to complete the survey.
While there may be no immediate benefit to you as a result of your participation
in this study, it is hoped that we will gain information about how environmental educators
are using social media that will be of future value to the field of environmental education.
The intended product of this master's degree project is a set of recommendations for how
this emerging technology can be best used by environmental educators.
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We will not release information that could identify you. All information from
completed surveys will be kept on a password-protected computer in the possession of
Rebecca Deatsman and will not be available to anyone not directly involved in this study.
If you want to withdraw from the study at any time you may do so without
penalty. The information on you up to that point would be destroyed. Once the study is
completed, we would be glad to give you the results. To withdraw, request a copy of the
results, or ask any questions you may have, please contact:
Rebecca Deatsman
Conserve School
5400 N. Black Oak Lake Rd.
Land O' Lakes, WI 54540
(937)751-6719
rdeat711@uwsp.edu

If you have any complaints about your treatment as a participant in this study, please call
or write:
Jason R. Davis, Chair
Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects
School of Business and Economics
University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point
Stevens Point, WI 54481
(715) 346-4598
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Although Dr. Davis will ask your name, all complaints are kept in confidence.
Your completion and submission of the survey to the researcher represents
your consent to serve as a subject in this research.

PART 1: DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
1. How many total full-time employees does your organization have?
2. How many total part-time employees does your organization have?
3. How would you describe your organization’s location?
a. Urban
b. Suburban
c. Rural
4. How would you describe your organization's primary audience?
a. General public
b. School groups
c. Both
d. Other (please describe)
5. What is your organization’s approximate annual operational budget?
6. Does your organization have a conventional website?
a. Yes (please provide URL)
b. No

PART 2: SOCIAL MEDIA USE
1. Which of the following social media platforms does your organization (not you
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personally) use? Check all that apply.
a. A blog
b. Facebook
c. Twitter
d. YouTube or similar video posting service
e. Other (please specify)
2. What would you characterize as the primary purpose of your organization’s social
media use?
a. Promoting our own organization and its programs
b. Promoting environmental education in general (environmental awareness,
knowledge, attitudes, skills, and behavior)
c. Both
d. Other (please describe)
3. Is social media use explicitly included in the job description of any of your staff
or volunteers?
a. Yes, a paid staff member
b. Yes, a volunteer
c. No

4. If your organization has a blog, how often is it usually updated?
a. At least once a day
b. At least once a week
c. At least once a month
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d. Less than once a month
5. If your organization has a blog, what type of content is primarily posted on it?
(You may check more than one.)
a. Information about events, programming, etc. offered by our organization
b. Information about natural history, sustainability, etc.
c. Links to content elsewhere that our audience may find interesting
d. Other (please specify)
6. If your organization has a blog, how many subscribers does it have?

7. If your organization has a Facebook page, how often is it usually updated?
a. At least once a day
b. At least once a week
c. At least once a month
d. Less than once a month
8. If your organization has a Facebook page, what type of content is primarily
posted on it? (You may check more than one.)
a. Information about events, programming, etc. offered by our organization
b. Information about natural history, sustainability, etc.
c. Links to content elsewhere that our audience may find interesting
d. Other (please specify)
9. If your organization has a Facebook page, how many people “like” it?

10. If your organization has a Twitter feed, how often is it usually updated?
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a. At least once a day
b. At least once a week
c. At least once a month
d. Less than once a month
11. If your organization has a Twitter feed, what type of content is primarily posted
on it? (You may check more than one.)
a. Information about events, programming, etc. offered by our organization
b. Information about natural history, sustainability, etc.
c. Links to content elsewhere that our audience may find interesting
d. Other (please specify)
12. If your organization has a Twitter feed, how many followers does it have?

13. If your organization has a YouTube channel (or other similar video posting
service), how often is it usually updated?
a. At least once a day
b. At least once a week
c. At least once a month
d. Less than once a month
14. If your organization has a YouTube channel, how many subscribers does it have?

PART 3: CONTACT INFORMATION (OPTIONAL)
A later phase of this project will include conducting interviews with staff at organizations
that have had particular success with social media outreach. If you would be willing to be
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contacted about the possibility of such an interview, please fill out the information below.
No information that could identify you will be released with the results of the survey; this
will be used for follow-up by the researcher only. You can always decline to be
interviewed later, even if you do fill out this section now.

Name:
Job title:
Organization:
Email address:
Phone number:
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Appendix C
Interview Questions

1. Can you describe your work history in environmental education?

2. How did you come to be the person responsible for social media at your organization?

3. Remind me briefly what types of social media you are using.

4. How does your social media use compare to your traditional marketing efforts (flyers,
newspaper announcements, etc.)?

5. Follow up: what do you see as the pros and cons of each?

6. What type of content do you find get the strongest response from your followers?

7. As far as you know, are most of your online followers from your immediate
geographic area, or do you connect with people from farther away as well?

8. Follow up: Do you ever see those followers from outside your region supporting your
center through donations, visiting you when they’re on vacation, things like that?
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9. New social media sites are emerging all the time – for example, the current “big
thing” seems to be Pinterest. How do you decide when to take the plunge and try out
a new site?

10. On the flip side of that, what would cause you to stop using a site you’re currently
on?

11. How would you respond to the following statement: “Social media should not be used
for environmental education, because it causes people to spend more time on
computers, rather than outside.”

12. What advice would you give someone at a nature center that was just starting to
develop a social media presence?

13. Is there anything else you’d like to add?
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Appendix D
Twitter 101 for Environmental Educators

Below are the slides and notes from a presentation I gave at the Wisconsin
Association for Environmental Education’s 2013 Winter Workshop, held January 25-27
at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point’s Treehaven campus in Tomahawk,
Wisconsin.

Slide 1

Twitter 101
For Environmental Educators
Rebecca Deatsman
Conserve School/UWSP

This presentation is going to cover the different parts of the Twitter website and how to
use the different functions, examples of how Twitter is being used in ways related to
environmental education, and tips for using Twitter effectively.
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Slide 2

Me
 Started a natural history blog in March 2010
 Created a Twitter account around the same time,

but didn’t use it regularly until about two years
ago
 Conserve School graduate fellow – master’s

project on promoting EE through social media



Conserve School grad fellow – master’s degree project involves how
environmental learning centers are using social media



I first personally got interested in social media when I started a blog, which I did
because I enjoyed writing about natural history and thought it would be a fun way
to keep friends and family up to date on what I was doing.



I started playing around with Twitter when I noticed that a lot of my favorite
nature bloggers were on it, but it took me a while to really “get” it. Now I love it.
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Slide 3

Why bother with social media?
 Feeling like part of a community can be a key factor motivating

people to take pro-environment action (Coyle, 2005)
 Using social media sites to interact with parks in the San

Francisco Bay Area and share experiences had at them led to
greater intellectual and emotional connections with the sites
(Knackmuhs, 2012)
 A Facebook application for disseminating climate change news

and discussing environmentally responsible behavior increased
both knowledge of the issue and participation in the behaviors
discussed (Robelia, Greenhow, and Burton, 2011)
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Slide 4

What is Twitter?
 Started in 2006
 Over 500 million users (for comparison,

Facebook has over a billion)
 “Microblogging”
 “An information network, not a social network”

“Microblogging” means that you’re essentially writing miniature blog posts – a post on
Twitter is limited to 140 characters, including spaces and punctuation. By “information
network” as opposed to “social network,” I mean that people tend to use Twitter to follow
news in areas they’re interested in, organizations and people in their field, things like that,
instead of keeping in touch with people they know in real life like on Facebook.
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Slide 5

Anatomy of a Tweet

Rebecca Deatsman rd&al~man
Haha - some great
rd,ng humor from
Expand +. ~,.. U R,.,., t * F ,,- '

10000b rds· brt ly/Ug Jk 13•

I

This is a single “tweet” I copied from my profile. I’m going to go through the different
parts of it to give you an idea of how it works.
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Slide 6

Anatomy of a Tweet
Avatar

@

ebecca Deatsman rd&al~man
aha - some great
rd,ng humor from
c:J:pand +. ~ ... n R ,.,., t
F ,,- '

*

10000b rds· brt ly/Ug Jk 13•

I

Your avatar is the picture you upload for yourself (and you definitely want a picture of
some kind – you might use your logo if you’re tweeting for an organization).
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Slide 7

Anatomy of a Tweet
Name
10000b rds· brt ly/Ug Jk 13•

I

In addition to choosing a username, Twitter will ask you for your “real” name, but this
can be whatever you want it to be, including the name of your organization.
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Slide 8

Anatomy of a Tweet
Twitter handle
Rebecca DeatsmaG
eal~ma~
Haha • some great
rd1ng humor from
Expand +. ~,..

U R,.,.,

t * F ,,- '

10000b rds· brt ly/Ug Jk 13•

I

This is the username you choose for yourself, which people will use when they want to
mention or talk to you.
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Slide 9

Anatomy of a Tweet
Hashtag

Rebecca Deats~

man

Haha . some gre~

umor from

Expand +. ~,..

U r,.

I * F ,,- '

10000b rds· brt ly/Ug Jk 13•

I

Putting the pound sign at the start of any word in a tweet turns it into a hashtag. Click on
it and it will bring up a feed of other tweets that also include this hashtag – for example, I
could click on this and bring up other people’s recent tweets about birding. It’s a way of
keeping track of conversations on certain subjects. Many large professional conferences
now have official hashtags that attendees use to post about the conference and interact
with each other.
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Slide 10

Anatomy of a Tweet
Mention
Rebecca Deatsman

Haha - some great
Expand +. ~,..

rd&al~man

rd,ng humor rrC:1oooob r$ )1Ty/Ug Jk13•

U R,.,.,

t * F ,,- '

I

Here I’m mentioning someone else – specifically, this is the Twitter account of the
birding blog I’m linking to. Clicking on this would take you to their profile. Mentions use
the “at” symbol, as opposed to the pound symbol for hashtags.
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Slide 11

Anatomy of a Tweet

Rebecca Deatsman

Haha-somegreat
Expand +. ~,..

rd&al~man

rd,ng humorrrom

U R,.,.,

10000br 6

Link
----..,.3•
:;1) I
rtly/Ug

t * F ,,- '

Here is the link to the blog post I’m talking about. Twitter will automatically shorten long
URLs so they don’t take up so many of your precious characters, but in this case I used a
site called bit.ly to shorten it before I post it. Note that not every tweet needs to include a
hashtag or a mention or a link, this is just an example!
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Slide 12

Anatomy of a Tweet
Time
Rebecca Deatsman rd&al~man
Haha - some great
rd,ng humor from
Expand +. ~,.. U R,.,., t * F ,,- '

G.j

10000b rds· brt ly/Ug J

Here it tells you how recent this tweet is (this one was all of three seconds old when I
took a screen grab of it). Once it’s more than a day old it will just tell you the date it was
posted.
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Slide 13

Anatomy of a Tweet

10000b rds· brt ly/Ug Jk 13•

I

Now for these buttons along the bottom. Clicking on “expand” will show you the exact
time and date the tweet was posted and any replies to it from other people.
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Slide 14

Anatomy of a Tweet

Rebecca Deatsman rd&al~man
Haha :~
rd,ng humor from
Ex p a n ~♦ R,.,., t * F ,,- '

10000b rds· brt ly/Ug Jk 13•

I

“Reply” will bring up a box where you can type your own tweet in reply to this one.
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Slide 15

Anatomy of a Tweet

Rebecca Oeatsman

Haha - some gre~

rde<JISMan

umor from

Expand +- R" ~• ~

,'."Ir

100000 rds· Oil ,y/UgOJk'3•

l

“Retweet” will copy this tweet into your own feed for all your followers to see, similar to
the “share” button on Facebook.
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Slide 16

Anatomy of a Tweet

Rebecca Deatsman rd&al~man
Haha - some great
rd,ng~
Expand +. ~,.. U R,.,., ~

10000b rds· brt ly/Ug Jk 13•

I

Finally, “Favorite” will add this tweet to your favorites so you can find it again easily
later.
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Slide 17

Seareh

174

The Audubon Society aud!Jbonsociety
The deadlfne is approaching for our b1rd1ng trip to Panama

270

4m

ow tylgFwlz Sleep at treetop level with birds as your alarm clock.
Compose new Tweet
R. K. Young (Becky) nabvebackyard
Email Doesn't Have to suck 1nc.com/chnstma-desm

4m

via

inc

Who to follow - Reffesh
~

Ben Guartno bb!IUari
Similar to Sean
Treacy and oth
Follow

iBirdExplorer 1B1rdE.xplorer
Followedby John and others
Fe JW
Browsecateg 1es F11dfnends

Trends Change
#GaJ<1.1.i:-arri
>NFL

Jodie Foster
~N ,ers
#ERedCarpet
#49ers

f.J Promoted

■ USWildflow ers.com

USW1ldl1owers
5m
A Winter Walk on the Riverwalk - Hawks, Herons, and the American
Lotus b rds natrveplants Journal usw ldflowers com/?p=6292
Expand

=@
MFD.r

Southeast Asia New s southeastasia4u
Xayaburi dam stirs debate on Mekong River Commission
bangkokpost com/newstas1a/3306
WRetweetedbyAnneJefferson
Expand
Sciencegurl _saence(JurtzO
I can totally see scientists accepting grants like they do at these
award shows. "Host Who are you wearing? Scientist Old Navy"
WRetweetedbyMor(JanJackson
Expand

3h

Hm

Mor gan Jackson BiolnFocus
17m
Check out the lantaslic mes (& other insects) Steve Gaimari & Martin

This is the homepage you see when you log into Twitter – the big column is a
continuously updating feed of tweets from everyone you follow, with the most recent
ones at the top. You can see that under a few of the tweets it says “retweeted by so-andso” – that means I don’t follow the account that the tweet is originally from, but it was
retweeted by someone I do follow. “Home” is highlighted at the top because that’s where
I am right now . If I click on “Connect” it will show just my interactions with other users,
and if I click on “Me” it will take me to my profile.
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Slide 18

Jason Bittel bittelmethls
The elus!ve David Attenborough in its natural habitat
pie twitter com/08wnJGQY

ID Retweeted by Rebecca Deatsman
@1 • 11ewphoto

Jh

davldmanty Except isn't that actually the opposite of what
Sc1_Ph1le said in the original article?
biogs sc1enliflcamencan convguest-blog/201
•

1ewcon ersahon

Here is my profile. Unlike on Facebook, profiles are the same for individuals and
organizations. My tweets are under my name and bio. The top one is one I just retweeted
from someone else. Below that is a reply to something posted by someone I follow. On
the left are links to see who I follow and who I’m followed by. In the box below that are
photos I’ve posted recently – when you post a photo, it appears in your tweet as a link
you click on to view it.
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Slide 19

“Find out what’s happening, right now, with
the people and organizations you care about.”

So who uses it?

So what is on Twitter that’s of interest to environmental educators?
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Slide 20

------------------------------------(>Home
(ci)<oooe"
#O'""'°' .1.< le
~ :()• Ii?'
>

Tweets

Fonowmg
Fol!owers
Favontes
Lists

>
>

'Tweet to Kirk Mona
@lcnaturahst

1\veets
Kirk Mona

tcnatural1st

4h

Year bird #24 Red-bellied Woodpecker Where you been hiding all
this time?
Expand
Kirk Mona

"
W

Who to follow Refresh View a/I
B

NWf's Be Ou1 There BeOuffhere
Fot!owedby JustinWotf and others
Follow

tcnatural1s!

11 Jan

@ardeaabe I always use Valentines day as an easy to remember

marker for eagle nesting/mating
- View conversation

Kirk Mona

t01atural1st

11Jan

People – this is just an example of an environmental educator who’s already an avid
Twitter user. He works at a nature center in the Twin Cities, and a lot of what he posts is
phenology updates on what he sees there.
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Slide 21

Following
Followers
Favontes
Lists

Tweet to Dave Bonta

Dave Bonta mom+m;iporch
6h
Thick fog and a slow dripping of mettwater onto the porch roof. Some
of the an imal tracks in the yard have melted through-dark portholes

Who to follow Refresh -View all
drleigh df_le1gh
S1m1larto ZenFaulkes andothers
Follow

X

Dave Bonta 'morningporch
12Jan
The mutter and whine of a distant two-stroke engine Though the
sun's a dim smear, I can't stop sneezing. A Carolina wren trill s in
alarm
Expand

Here’s another individual. This man is a poet, and every morning he writes a single tweet
about the view from his front porch in rural Pennsylvania. Each tweet is almost a minipoem itself. He’s using Twitter to demonstrate sense of place.
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Slide 22

------------------------------------o~ ~
,(>Home

(@connect

#

Discover

..1.1 1e

-

TWeets
Following
Followers

Favorites

Tweet to The Audubon Society

2h
The Audubon Society audubonsoaety
Deadline is tomorrowfor # birding trip to Panama ow ty/gFxcT You
don't want to miss a chance to stay at world-famous Canopy Tower
Expand

The Audubon Society

audubonsodety

2h

Tenacious couple soar to record In state 'Big Year' #bird count
ow ly/gNvlR via @seattlet1mes
Expand

The Audubon Socie

audubonsodety

2h

Organizations – there are tons of environmental and EE organizations on Twitter,
including the National Wildlife Foundation, the National Association for Interpretation,
all kinds of things. I particularly like the Audubon Society’s Twitter account. It’s very
active and they interact with their followers all the time.
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Slide 23

------------------------------------(>
#
.1.
(I.. ~
Home

('mronnec!

Discover

P.!e

-

>

TWeets
Following
Followers

Favontes
Lists

>
>
>

Tweet to BBC Nature
@BB< rfature

3,504

2,287

43 ,861

1\veets Al l / tlo replies

.I• -

1h
■ BB C Nature BBCNature
Robin red breast - ~ autiful birds ... but our gardeners' best friend
can get feisty! bbc in/V\/1 BKCy #autumnwatch

Expand
1h
■ BB C Nature BBCNature
Way down deep in the middle or the Congo .. #Africa - Wednesday,
9pm, @BBCOne ow lyN1mXZk

Who to follow Refresh · Vi ew all
Melissa Langbehn
mlangbehn
S1m1lar!o ConserveSch ool ando
Follow

X

(;ii Vi ew photo

BB C Nature

BBCNature

1h

This is the natural history unit of the BBC, which makes the famous David Attenborough
documentaries. They post lots of wildlife photos and facts.
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Slide 24

(a)

()- Honie

Connect

#

D1sco~cr

.1. Mc

Tweets
FollOWing
Followers
Favorttes

@
Who to follow Refresh • View all
Sarah Maisonneuve
SarahOayTZ X
Followed by David A. Steen Ph 0
Follow

PJa9I

U.S.EPA EPAgov
11Jan
Hey #NYC. Check out your past! #Stateoflh~Environment Is your
#Documerlea mckr comtphOtos/usnauo. Join 1n at
flickr comtgroups/ourenvi .
El Promoted by U S EPA
~ Vi ew summary
ENERGY STAR ENERGYSTAR
Got a case of the Mondays? How about a quiz? The average
American family washes about_ loads of laundry each year
[J] Retweeted by US EPA

2h

Government – in addition to the EPA, the Park Service, Forest Service, Wisconsin DNR,
etc. all have active Twitter accounts.
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Slide 25

Following
Followers
Favontes
Lists

Aurora_Alens Aurora_.AJerts
In 53 minutes the Aurora Borealis shOuld be Quiet 1 67 Kp
sonservenews cooVAurora him

Aurora_Alens Aurora_.AJerts
In 45 minutes the Aurora Borealis shOuld be Active 4 33 Kp
sonservenews com/Aurora him

~Aurora_.AJerts

Here’s a totally different use of Twitter: this account tweets updates whenever the
northern lights are active. There have been several times when I’ve been in my apartment
in the evening working on something on my computer with Twitter open in one tab, and
noticing an alert from here has sent me outside to see the aurora.
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Slide 26

()Home

(a)tonnect

#Discover

..1,Me

-

(I.·

~

Tweets
Following
Followers
Favontes

Tweet to Curiosity Rover

Curiosity Rover

Marscunosity

10Jan

Giving Mars the brush-off- See my work over the holidays & first use
of the dust removal tool [video] go nasa govlWecpA

II

NASAJPL NASAJPL
8Jan
Got planetary science Os? ·BBCslargazmg chat incl @MarsCunosrty
today Jan 8 12-1p PT (2000-2100 UT) bbc m/TJapOH
WRetweeledbyCuriosityRover
D View summary

The Mars rover is on Twitter! What I love about this one is that the rover tweets in firstperson, as in “I’m about to test out my laser, can’t wait!” It’s a really fun approach to
science outreach.
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Slide 27

0Home

(alconneit

#

D1s(over

.J. r.1e

>

Tweets

ffl
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Even Charles Darwin is on Twitter! This account is actually really cool. The person
behind this is tweeting real-time updates from Darwin’s journals of his time traveling the
world onboard the HMS Beagle – as in, if it’s January 27 today, you’ll see excerpts from
what Darwin wrote on January 27, 1832, and this is going to continue for all four years of
the voyage. There’s another account doing something similar with WWII history.
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Twitter DOs
 Try to tweet at least 4-6 times a day (average

lifespan of a tweet = 90 minutes)
 Tweet whatever is interesting and relevant, not

just your own content
 Reply, retweet, follow back

Hopefully by this point I’ve got you convinced that it might be worth giving Twitter a try.
Here are some tips if you do.


Especially if you’re tweeting for an organization, try to post at least 4-6 times per
day. If someone doesn’t see a tweet within 90 minutes of when it was posted,
chances are it will be buried way down in their feed and they’ll never see it. For
this reason, it’s even okay to tweet the same information more than once over the
course of a day, if it’s something particularly important.



Don’t just tweet links to your own website or blog. As long as it’s relevant to what
you’re doing, post links to other articles and anything else that’s interesting –
maybe there was interesting wildlife sighting at your site today? Tweet that!



Be interactive. Reply to other people, follow other people, retweet what they say
if you think it’s interesting. This is how you build a network.
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Twitter DON’Ts
 Starting a tweet with a reply (like “@NAI just put

some great new resources on their website!”)
 Misusing or overusing hashtags
 Synching Twitter with Facebook and never

interacting

Here are a couple things to avoid.


If you start a tweet with someone’s username, only people who follow both of you
will see it. Figure out a different way to word your tweet if you want all of your
followers to see it. A simple workaround is just to put a period in front of the “@”.



Use hashtags sparingly, especially when you’re still figuring things out. Some
people turn every noun in their tweet into a hashtag because they think more
people will find and follow them that way. That’s called hashtag spam.



Finally, one thing I see a lot of organizations with an active Facebook page do is
create a Twitter account but automate it so that every time they post something on
Facebook it’s automatically copied to Twitter. This might be okay, but at the very
least log into Twitter once a day or so and interact a little. Really, Twitter is a
different kind of network from Facebook and requires a different approach.
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Your challenge:
Compose an interpretive tweet about Treehaven.

Here is your challenge! You are going to compose a single tweet to try and get people
who read it interested in Treehaven. Interpretation = making an emotional connection
between the audience and the resource.
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Some tips for Twitter interpretation
 “We live in an interactive world. Our visitors

crave interactivity... Microblogging platforms like
Twitter engage our audiences in new and creative
ways. They help us to take our message beyond
our physical boundaries, beyond the visit and into
the daily lives of our communities.”

From “How Tweet It Is: Twitter for Interpreters,” John Rudy, Legacy, March/April 2012

Last spring Legacy, the NAI magazine, ran an issue dedicated to interpretation through
social media and included an article on Twitter. Here’s what the author had to say on
interpreting through platforms like Twitter.
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Some tips for Twitter interpretation
 Interpretation = creating a feeling of connection

between the audience and the resource
 Humor, gee-whiz facts, open-ended questions,

images…

From “How Tweet It Is: Twitter for Interpreters,” John Rudy, Legacy, March/April 2012

Here are some ideas for how to make a tweet interpretive.
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Some tips for Twitter interpretation
 Use your 140 characters carefully.

Today in 1969: Just 66 years after theWright
brothers’ first flight, Neil Armstrong and Buzz
Aldrin walk on the surface of the moon.
 “The word ‘just’ becomes the key. With four

letters, the tweet transforms from a simple
statement of fact to an opportunity to ponder and
wonder.”

From “How Tweet It Is: Twitter for Interpreters,” John Rudy, Legacy, March/April 2012

The article included some examples of interpretive tweets. Here’s one in which the author
zeroed in how adding a single word made the message stronger.
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Some tips for Twitter interpretation
 You can use questions and hashtags to drive

interaction.

US’s choice to declare #Warof1812 led to
destruction of White House, siege of Baltimore &
around 20,000 dead.Why do countries choose war?
 This “primes the visitor with a short tidbit to mull

over, asks an open-ended question, and provides a
means of response.”

From “How Tweet It Is: Twitter for Interpreters,” John Rudy, Legacy, March/April 2012

Here’s an example of a good use of a hashtag. If you pose a question like this for your
followers, a good idea is to check back later and retweet some of the best responses. The
Audubon Society does this a lot – they’ll ask “what birds are you seeing today?” and then
retweet some of the coolest replies.
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So how would you use Twitter to
interpret this site?

So, take the rest of the time to roam around and come up with your tweet. If you have a
digital camera you can incorporate a photo but remember that will take up twenty of your
140 characters. Come back at the end of the hour and we’ll post them to my account!
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